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Abstract

Using lotteries is a common tool for allocating indivisible goods. Since obtaining

preferences over lotteries is often difficult, real-life mechanisms usually rely on ordinal

preferences over deterministic outcomes. Bogomolnaia and Moulin (J. Econom. Theory 19

(2002) 623) show that the outcome of an ex post efficient mechanism may be stochastically

dominated. They define a random assignment to be ordinally efficient if and only if it is not

stochastically dominated. In this paper we investigate the relation between ex post efficiency

and ordinal efficiency. We introduce a new notion of domination defined over sets of

assignments and show that a lottery induces an ordinally efficient random assignment if and only

if each subset of the full support of the lottery is undominated.
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1. Introduction

A house allocation problem1 is a resource allocation problem where a set of
indivisible objects, say houses, has to be assigned to a set of agents. Some real-life
applications include on-campus housing, public housing, office space assignment and
parking space assignment.
Lotteries are widely used to restore fairness in house allocation problems. In

particular random priority (also known as the random serial dictatorship), is very
popular in real-life applications: Randomly order the agents and assign the first
agent her top choice, the next agent her top choice among remaining houses, and so
on. An important feature of this mechanism is that it merely relies on ordinal
preferences over deterministic outcomes (i.e., houses) but not the preferences over
lotteries. Indeed, in most applications it is unrealistic to expect agents to reveal their
preferences over lotteries. So this feature of random priority is a major reason for its
popularity in real-life applications.
Using a lottery restores fairness but how should one evaluate efficiency of these

lotteries? Until recently the literature focused on ex post efficiency when only ordinal
preferences are available. Bogomolnaia and Moulin [3] recently provide an example
in which the random priority, despite its ex post efficiency, results in unambigious
efficiency loss.2 In their example the random assignment that is induced by this
mechanism is stochastically dominated by another feasible random assignment.
Based on this example, they defined a random assignment to be ordinally efficient if
and only if it is not stochastically dominated by another random assignment.
Ordinal efficiency is a stronger requirement than ex post efficiency. Bogomolnaia

and Moulin [3] study these notions from a mechanism design perspective. We, on the
other hand, do not consider mechanism design aspect of the problem. Our main
purpose is to understand the relation between these two notions of efficiency. In
particular, we would like to understand why ex post efficient lotteries might induce
ordinally inefficient random assignments.
We start our quest to understand how these efficiency notions are related with a

surprising observation: An ex post efficient lottery may induce the same random
assignment with an ex post inefficient lottery (Example 2). In that sense an ex post
efficient lottery may be equivalent to an ex post inefficient lottery and this
equivalence provides at least a partial explanation to why ex post efficient lotteries
might induce ordinally inefficient random assignments. Nevertheless this potential
equivalence is not the main reason (Example 3). We introduce a domination notion
which compares sets of assignments and show that randomizing between the
members of a dominated set is responsible from this phenomenon (Theorem 1).
Based on this result, we feel that our domination notion is the primary contribution
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1Hylland and Zeckhauser [12] initiate the literature on house allocation problems. See [1–3,

6,7,16,17,23,24] for some recent results and [22] for the closely related class of housing markets.
2Bogomolnaia and Moulin [4] show that a similar phenomenon happens in a related model where

(1) objects are ranked the same way by all agents, (2) receiving no object is possible and (3) agents

might consider different objects desirable. This model was initially introduced and studied by Crès and

Moulin [5].
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of this paper. It is an extension of Pareto domination: Any set which consists of
Pareto inefficient assignments is dominated. But more importantly, sets which
consist of only Pareto efficient assignments might still be dominated.
An implication of our paper is the following: Use of social choice correspondences

in social choice theory as well as in mechanism design is not uncommon. One
interpretation of the use of social choice correspondences is that the eventual
outcome will be chosen with a lottery. Requiring these correspondences not to
contain dominated sets of outcomes would be a sensible normative criterion.

2. The model

A house allocation problem is a triple ðN;H;gÞ where N ¼ f1; 2;y; ng is a finite
set of agents, H ¼ fh1; h2;y; hng is a finite set of objects (say houses) of the same
cardinality with the set of agents andg ¼ ðg1;g2;y;gnÞ is a list of preferences.
Here gi is the strict preference relation of agent i over H: Let ki denote the weak
preference relation andBi denote the indifference relation induced bygi: Note that
we have hBih

0 if and only if h ¼ h0:

An assignment is a function m :N-H: Given a house h; let m�1ðhÞ 	 fiAN: mðiÞ ¼
hg denote the set of agents who are assigned house h under m: LetM denote the set of
all assignments. A feasible assignment is an assignment m such that

8i; i0AN; iai0 ) mðiÞamði0Þ:

Equivalently a feasible assignment is a bijection from N to H: LetM f denote the set
of all feasible assignments.
A feasible assignment can be also represented as a permutation matrix p (a n � n

matrix with entries 0 or 1 and exactly one non-zero entry per row and one per
column) where each row represents an agent and each column represents a house.
Let P denote the set of all permutation matrices.
An assignment mAM Pareto dominates another assignment nAM if (1) mðiÞkinðiÞ

for all iAN and (2) mðiÞginðiÞ for some iAN: A feasible assignment is Pareto efficient

if it is not Pareto dominated by any other feasible assignment.
A random consumption is a probability distribution over H: Let DH denote the set

of all random consumptions. A lottery is a probability distribution over feasible
assignments. A lottery is denoted by L ¼

P
am3m where amA½0; 1� is the probability

weight of the feasible assignment mAM f : Given iAN; let LðiÞ denote the random
consumption lotteryL allocates to agent i: Let DM f denote the set of all lotteries. A
lottery is ex post efficient if it assigns positive weight to only Pareto efficient
assignments.
Each lottery induces a random assignment P ¼ ½pih�iAN;hAH where pihA½0; 1� is the

probability that agent i receives house h: Let Pi denote the resulting random
consumption for agent i: Note that PiADH:

Let pðmÞ be the permutation matrix that represents the feasible assignment mAM f :
Then the random assignment that is induced by lottery

P
am3m is P ¼

P
am:pðmÞ:

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Clearly,

8iAN; hAH; pihX0;
X
i0AN

pi0h ¼
X
h0AH

pih0 ¼ 1: ð1Þ

Given any random assignment P which satisfies (1), by the well-known Birkhoff–
von Neumann theorem there exists at least one lotteryL that induces P:3 In this case

we say L is a decomposition of P: Two distinct lotteries L and L0 may induce the
same random assignment P:4 We refer to any pair of such lotteries as equivalent

lotteries. Note that for any agent iAN; the equivalent lotteriesL andL0 allocate the
same random consumption LðiÞ ¼ L0ðiÞ ¼ Pi to agent i:

2.1. Ordinal efficiency

Given a strict preference relation gi and a house h; let Uðgi; hÞ 	
fh0AH: h0

kihg be the upper contour set of h at gi: Given a pair of random
consumptions Pi; Qi and a strict preference relation gi; Pi stochastically dominates

Qi under gi if and only if

8hAH;
X

h0AUðgi ;hÞ
pih0X

X
h0AUðgi ;hÞ

qih0 :

That is, Pi stochastically dominates Qi if and only if for any house h; the probability
of receiving a house that is at least as good as h is at least as large under Pi than
under Qi:

5 Given a pair of distinct random assignments P; Q and a preference listg;
P stochastically dominates Q under g if and only if Pi stochastically dominates Qi

under gi for all iAN: A random assignment P is ordinally efficient (Bogomolnaia
and Moulin [3]) at g; if and only if it is not stochastically dominated by any other
random assignment under g:
An important implication of the lack of ordinal efficiency (i.e., ordinal inefficiency)

of a random assignment P is the following: Suppose agents are expected utility
maximizers. Since P is stochastically dominated by another random assignment Q;
every agent i weakly prefers Qi to Pi and at least one of them strictly prefers Qi to Pi

no matter what their von Neumann–Morgenstern utility functions are. Therefore, a
lottery which induces an ordinally inefficient random assignment cannot be Pareto
efficient whenever agents are expected utility maximizers.6 This also shows that every
ex ante efficient lottery induces an ordinally efficient random assignment.7

Even when agents are expected utility maximizers, expecting them to reveal their
von Neumann–Morgenstern utility functions is often unrealistic. A common

ARTICLE IN PRESS

3See also Remark 1 in [9].
4See [20] for a similar observation in the context of two-sided matching markets (Gale and Shapley [8]).
5For stochastic dominance, see also [10,13,14,18,19].
6This is not to say that ordinal efficiency is appealing only when agents are expected utility maximizers.

Indeed it is difficult to imagine any natural preference relation over DH where an agent prefers a random

consumption to another one which stochastically dominates it.
7McLennan [15] proves a converse statement which was conjectured in [3]: Each ordinally efficient

random assignment is induced by an ex ante efficient lottery.
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compromise is requiring ex post efficiency rather than ex ante efficiency. Therefore,
an important question is whether an ex post efficient lottery necessarily induces an
ordinally efficient random assignment. Bogomolnaia and Moulin [3] show that the
answer is negative. More specifically they show that although the popular real-life
mechanism random priority is ex post efficient, the random assignment it induces
might be ordinally inefficient.8

Example 1 (Bogomolnaia and Moulin [3]). Let N ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4g be the set of agents
and H ¼ fa; b; c; dg be the set of houses. Preferences are as follows:

agent 1: ag1bg1cg1d agent 3: bg3ag3dg3c

agent 2: ag2bg2cg2d agent 4: bg4ag4dg4c

Random priority randomly orders the agents with uniform distribution and the first
agent receives her top choice, the next agent receives her top choice among the
remaining houses, and so on. This mechanism always selects an ex post efficient
lottery and it induces the following random assignment for this problem:

Next consider the following lottery:

L ¼ 0:5
1 2 3 4

a c b d

 !
þ 0:5

1 2 3 4

c a d b

 !
;

which induces the random assignment

Note that the random assignment P assigns everyone their top choices with 5
12

probability, second choices with 1
12
probability, third choices with 5

12
probability and

last choices with 1
12
probability whereas Q assigns everyone their top choices with 1

2

probability and third choices with 1
2
probability. Hence Q stochastically dominates P

and therefore P is ordinally inefficient.
Bogomolnaia and Moulin [3] also characterize the class of all ordinally efficient

random assignments by a natural constructive algorithm. Think of each house as 1

ARTICLE IN PRESS

8Bogomolnaia and Moulin [3] also show that an ex post efficient lottery necessarily induces an ordinally

efficient random assignment whenever there are at most three agents.
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unit of an infinitely divisible commodity where ‘‘agent i receives pA½0; 1� units of
house h’’ means she receives house h with probability p: Each agent is given an
exogenous eating speed function, specifying a rate of instant consumption for each
time tA½0; 1� such that the integral of each function is 1. Given a profile of
preferences, their algorithm works as follows: Each agent ‘‘eats’’ from her best-
available house at the given speed, where a house is available at time t if and only if
less than 1 unit has been eaten away up to time t by all agents.

2.2. Equivalent lotteries and ex post efficiency

Example 1 (Bogomolnaia and Moulin [3]) makes a very important point.
Expecting agents to reveal their preferences over lotteries is often unrealistic (not
only in the present context but in other resource allocation problems as well). As a
result, agents are often asked to reveal their ordinal preferences over deterministic
outcomes. Until very recently the literature considered ex post efficiency the main
efficiency notion when only ordinal preferences are available. Bogomolnaia and
Moulin [3] shows that an ex post efficient outcome might still result in unambigious
efficiency loss. One of our purposes in this paper is to understand why ex post
efficient lotteries induce ordinally inefficient random assignments.
A natural question at this point is the following: Consider a pair of equivalent

lotteriesL; L0 and supposeL is ex post efficient. Does that imply thatL0 is also ex
post efficient? If not, that means the random assignment P which is induced byL is
not ordinally efficient and hence provides at least a partial understanding of why ex
post efficient lotteries might induce ordinally inefficient random assignments.

Example 2 (Two equivalent lotteries, one ex post efficient, the other not). Let N ¼
f1; 2; 3; 4g be the set of agents and H ¼ fa; b; c; dg be the set of houses. Preferences
are as follows:

agent 1: ag1bg1cg1d agent 3: bg3ag3dg3c

agent 2: ag2bg2cg2d agent 4: bg4ag4dg4c

Consider the following random assignment:

P has two decompositions:

L ¼ 0:5
1 2 3 4

a b d c

 !
þ 0:5

1 2 3 4

c d b a

 !

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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and

L0 ¼ 0:5
1 2 3 4

a d b c

 !
þ 0:5

1 2 3 4

c b d a

 !
:

Among the two L is ex post efficient but L0 is not. Indeed L0 is a lottery between
exclusively Pareto inefficient assignments.
At this point we have at least a partial understanding of why ex post efficient

lotteries might induce ordinally inefficient random assignments. A natural next
question is the following: Suppose not only a lottery is ex post efficient, but also all
its equivalent lotteries as well. Does that imply that the induced random assignment
is ordinally efficient? If the answer is positive, then the potential equivalence between
ex post efficient and ex post inefficient lotteries provides us a complete understanding
of why ex post efficient lotteries might induce ordinally inefficient random
assignments. It turns out that the answer to this question is negative.

Example 3 (An ex post efficient lottery with no equivalent lottery and which induces
an ordinally inefficient random assignment). Let N ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g be the set of
agents and H ¼ fa; b; c; d; eg be the set of houses. Preferences are as follows:

agent 1: cg1ag1bg1dg1e agent 4: ag4dg4bg4cg4e

agent 2: ag2bg2eg2cg2d agent 5: bg5dg5ag5cg5e

agent 3: bg3cg3eg3ag3d

Consider the following random assignment:

P has a unique decomposition:9

L ¼ 0:5
1 2 3 4 5

a e c d b

 !
þ 0:5

1 2 3 4 5

c b e a d

 !

L is an ex post efficient lottery. Next consider the following lottery:

L0 ¼ 0:5
1 2 3 4 5

c a e d b

 !
þ 0:5

1 2 3 4 5

c e b a d

 !
;

ARTICLE IN PRESS

9Let the permutation matrix p be one of the bases for an arbitrary decomposition of P: Either p11 ¼ 1 or

p41 ¼ 1: For the former case p11 ¼ 1) p13 ¼ 0) p33 ¼ 1) p35 ¼ 0) p25 ¼ 1) p22 ¼ 0) p52 ¼ 1)
p54 ¼ 0) p44 ¼ 1 imposing a unique permutation matrix. For the latter case p41 ¼ 1) p11 ¼ 0) p13 ¼
1) p33 ¼ 0) p35 ¼ 1) p25 ¼ 0) p22 ¼ 1) p52 ¼ 0) p54 ¼ 1 also imposing a unique permutation

matrix. Therefore p should be one of these two permutation matrices.
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which induces

For i ¼ 1; 2; 3 the random consumption Qi stochastically dominates the random
consumption Pi and for i ¼ 4; 5 the random consumption Qi is equal to the random
consumption Pi: Therefore P (which can only be induced by the expost-efficient
lottery L) is ordinally inefficient.

2.3. Dominated sets of assignments

We need some additional notation in order to introduce a new domination notion
which will be of key importance for this paper.

A set of assignments M̃DM is frequency equivalent to a set of assignments M 0DM

with jM 0j ¼ jM̃j if and only if

8iAN; T
mAM̃

mðiÞ ¼ T
mAM 0

mðiÞ;

where T denotes the variant of the union operator which allows for replicated
elements.

A set of feasible assignments M 0DM f dominates a set of feasible assignments

MDM f if and only if

1. there exists a set of assignments M̃DM that is frequency equivalent to M 0 and
2. there exists a one-to-one function f : M̃-M such that

(a) for all mAM̃; m Pareto dominates or equal to f ðmÞ; and
(b) there exists mAM̃ such that m Pareto dominates f ðmÞ:

Remark 1. Suppose that a set of infeasible assignments M̃ is frequency equivalent to
a set of feasible assignments M 0: Since a lottery is defined to be a probability

distribution over feasible assignments, the uniform probability distribution over M̃

(i.e.
P

mAM̃
1

jM̃j3m) is not a lottery. Nevertheless
P

mAM̃
1

jM̃j3m induces the same random

assignment with the uniform lottery over M 0: This observation will be key to relate
our domination notion with ordinal efficiency.
Clearly the singleton that consists of a feasible but Pareto inefficient assignment

nAM f is dominated by the singleton that consists of a feasible assignment mAM f

that Pareto dominates n: (Here M 0 ¼ M̃ ¼ fmg and f ðmÞ ¼ n:) Therefore our
domination notion is an extension of Pareto domination.

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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What is more important is that a set of feasible and Pareto efficient assignments
might still be dominated.

Example 3 (Continued). Consider the random assignment problem in Example 3.
Both assignments in the set

M ¼ fm1; m2g ¼
1 2 3 4 5

a e c d b

 !
;

1 2 3 4 5

c b e a d

 !( )

are feasible and Pareto efficient. Next consider the sets

M 0 ¼ fm01; m02g ¼
1 2 3 4 5

c a e d b

 !
;

1 2 3 4 5

c e b a d

 !( )

and

M̃ ¼ f *m1; *m2g ¼
1 2 3 4 5

c e b d b

 !
;

1 2 3 4 5

c a e a d

 !( )
:

Note that (1) both elements of M 0 are feasible assignments, (2) M̃ is frequency
equivalent to M 0; and (3) *m1 Pareto dominates m1 and *m2 Pareto dominates m2:
Therefore M 0 dominates M:

Remark 2. Even though members of M 0 do not Pareto dominate members of M on a

one-by-one basis, members of M̃ do. Therefore, infeasible assignments play a key
role in our dominance condition.
One could also consider the following stronger version of our domination notion:

A set of feasible assignments M 0DM f strictly dominates a set of feasible assignments

MDM f if and only if

1. there exists a set of assignments M̃DM that is frequency equivalent to M 0 and

2. there exists a one-to-one function f : M̃-M such that for all mAM̃; m Pareto
dominates f ðmÞ:

Our first result states that these two notions are essentially equivalent.

Proposition 1. Let MDM f be dominated. Then there exists M�DM that is strictly

dominated.

Proof. See the appendix. &

3. Main characterization result

Ordinal efficiency and our domination notion are closely related. In order to
explain this relation, we need additional notation.

Given a lottery L ¼
P

am3m; let MðLÞ 	 fmAM f : am40g be the full support of

lottery L:

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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What is wrong with a lottery which has a subset of its full support that is
dominated? Loosely speaking, the flaw of such a lottery is similar to that of a lottery
which gives positive weight to Pareto inefficient assignments. We illustrate this point
with the following (familiar) example.

Example 3 (Continued). We have already shown that both assignments in M are
Pareto efficient and yet M is dominated by M 0: Now consider the lottery L ¼
0:5m1 þ 0:5m2: Had any of the assignments in M; say m1; been Pareto inefficient,
replacing it with a feasible assignment that Pareto dominates m1 would result in a
‘‘better’’ lottery. Similarly had assignments *m1; *m2 been feasible, replacing m1 with *m1
and m2 with *m2 would result in a ‘‘better’’ lottery. That is because, *m1 Pareto
dominates m1 and *m2 Pareto dominates m2: Unfortunately neither *m1 nor *m2 is

feasible. Nevertheless, because M̃ ¼ f *m1; *m2g and M 0 ¼ fm01; m02g are frequency

equivalent, agents do not care whether [m1 is replaced with *m1 and m2 is replaced
with *m2] or [m1 is replaced with m01 and m2 is replaced with m02]. Hence lottery L0 ¼
0:5m01 þ 0:5m02 is a ‘‘better’’ lottery than L ¼ 0:5m1 þ 0:5m2:
We are now ready to generalize this observation.

Proposition 2. Let L be an arbitrary decomposition of a random assignment P and let

M be an arbitrary subset of the full support of lotter L: If M is dominated then P is

ordinally inefficient.

Proof. We construct a random assignment Q which stochastically dominates P:

Let MDMðLÞ be dominated by M 0DM f : Let e ¼ minfam: mAMg;
L0 ¼ L� e:

X
mAM

mþ e:
X
mAM0

m

and Q be the random assignment that is induced by lottery L0:

Recall that M 0 is frequency equivalent to a set of assignments M̃ whose members
Pareto dominate members of M on a one-to-one basis. Therefore, modifying lottery
L by decreasing weights of members of M by e and replacing them by members of

M 0 results in a lottery L0 such that L0ðiÞ stochastically dominates LðiÞ for each
iAN: Therefore, the random assignment Q that is induced by L0 stochastically
dominates P: &

It turns out that the converse statement holds as well. We need the following
lemma in order to prove this result.

Lemma 1. Let M̃ ¼ f *m1; *m2;y; *mkgCM be a set of assignments such that

8hAH;
Xk

t¼1
j *m�1t ðhÞj ¼ k:

Then there exists a set of feasible assignments M 0 ¼ fm01; m02;y; m0kgCM f such that M̃

is frequency equivalent to M 0:

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Proof. See the appendix. &

Theorem 1. Let L be an arbitrary decomposition of a random assignment P: P is

ordinally efficient if and only if each subset M of the full support of lottery L is

undominated.

Proof. Proof of the ‘‘only if’’ part follows from Proposition 2. We next prove the
‘‘if’’ part.
Let P be an arbitrary random assignment. Suppose P is ordinally inefficient. That

means there exists a random assignment Q which stochastically dominates P: Since
both P and Q are random assignments, Q � P is a zero-sum matrix (i.e., an n � n

matrix where each row and each column adds up to zero). Then we can decompose
Q � P ¼ A � B where the matrices A ¼ ½aih�iAN;hAH and B ¼ ½bih�iAN;hAH are such

that

aih ¼
qih � pih if qih � pih40

0 otherwise

(
and bih ¼

pih � qih if pih � qih40;

0 otherwise:

(

Then

8iAN; hAH; aih40) bih ¼ 0 and bih40) aih ¼ 0; ð2Þ

8iAN; hAH; aih40) (i0ai such that bi0h40; ð3Þ

8iAN; hAH; bih40) (h0AH such that aih040 and h0
gih: ð4Þ

Here (2) follows by construction, (3) follows by construction together with the fact
that A � B ¼ Q � P is a zero-sum matrix and (4) follows by definition.

Since Q stochastically dominates P; there exists an agent–house pair ðĩ1; h̃1ÞAN �
H such that bĩ1h̃140: Moreover relation (4) implies there exists h̃2AH such that

aĩ1h̃240 and h̃2gĩ1 h̃
1 and hence relation (3) implies there exists ĩ2AN such that

bĩ2h̃240:

Similarly, given a sequence of (not necessarily distinct) agent–house pairs

ðĩ1; h̃1Þ; ðĩ2; h̃2Þ;y; ðĩk; h̃kÞ with

1. bĩl h̃l40 for l ¼ 1; 2;y; k and

2. h̃lþ1
gĩl h̃

l for l ¼ 1; 2;y; k � 1

there exists another pair ðĩkþ1; h̃kþ1ÞAN � H such that bĩkþ1h̃kþ140 and h̃kþ1
gĩk h̃k:

When we construct a sequence in this way, since there are n2 distinct pairs, at some
point a pair in this sequence will re-appear in the sequence. Therefore there exists a
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sequence10 ði1; h1Þ; ði2; h2Þ;y; ðik; hkÞ of distinct pairs such that
bil hl40 for l ¼ 1; 2;y; k; ð5Þ

hlþ1
gil h

l for l ¼ 1; 2;y; k � 1 and h1gik hk: ð6Þ

Relations (2) and (5) imply ail hl ¼ 0 for l ¼ 1; 2;y; k and this together with Q � A ¼
P � B imply

8lAf1; 2;y; kg; pil hl � bilhl ¼ qil hl � ailhl ¼ qil hlX0:

Therefore,

8lAf1; 2;y; kg; pil hlXbil hl40: ð7Þ

Let L be an arbitrary decomposition of P: We want to show that there exists
MDMðLÞ that is dominated. Relation (7) implies that

8lAf1; 2;y; kg; (mAMðLÞ such that mðilÞ ¼ hl :

Next recursively construct a subset M of MðLÞ together with a function
g : f1; 2;y; kg-f1; 2;y; kg as follows:

1. For l ¼ 1; pick a feasible assignment m1AMðLÞ such that m1ði1Þ ¼ h1: Set M1 ¼
fm1g and gð1Þ ¼ 1:

2. Given Ml�1; if there is a feasible assignment mtAMl�1 such that mtðilÞ ¼ hl then

set Ml ¼ Ml�1 and gðlÞ ¼ t: Otherwise let s ¼ jMl�1j þ 1 and pick a feasible

assignment msAMðLÞ such that msðilÞ ¼ hl ; set Ml ¼ Ml�1,fmsg and gðlÞ ¼ s:

3. Set M ¼ Mk ¼ fm1;y; mk0 g: Note that k0pk:

By construction

8lAf1; 2;y; kg; mgðlÞðilÞ ¼ hl : ð8Þ

Let g�1 : f1;y; k0g-f1;y; kg be the inverse correspondence of g: That is,

8tAf1;y; k0g; g�1ðtÞ 	 flAf1;y; kg: gðlÞ ¼ tg:

Now construct the set of assignments M̃ ¼ f *m1;y; *mk0 g as follows: For all
tAf1;y; k0g;

8lAf1;y; ng\g�1ðtÞ; *mtðilÞ ¼ mtðilÞ; ð9Þ

and

8lAg�1ðtÞ
if lok then *mtðilÞ ¼ mgðlþ1Þðilþ1Þ ¼ hlþ1;

if l ¼ k then *mtðilÞ ¼ mgð1Þði1Þ ¼ h1:

(
ð10Þ
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10Existence of such a sequence is also implied by Lemma 3 in [3] where they characterize the set of

ordinally efficient random assignments by the acyclicity of the following binary relation on H:

8h; h0AH; htðP;gÞh0 3 fthere exists iAN: hgih
0 and pih040g:
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Note that

8hAH;
Xk0

t¼1
j *m�1t ðhÞj ¼

Xk0

t¼1
jm�1t ðhÞj ¼ k0:

Therefore M̃ is frequency equivalent to a set of feasible assignments M 0 ¼
fm01;y; m0k0 g by Lemma 1. Moreover relations (6), (8)–(10) imply that for all

tAf1;y; k0g;
8lAf1;y; ng\g�1ðtÞ; *mtðilÞBilmtðilÞ;

and

8lAg�1ðtÞ; *mtðilÞ|ffl{zffl}
hlþ1

gil mtðilÞ|ffl{zffl}
hl

:

Hence M 0 dominates MCMðLÞ completing the proof. &

Appendix A. Omitted proofs

Proposition 1. Let MDM f be dominated. Then there exists M�DM that is strictly

dominated.

Proof. Let MDM f be dominated by M 0DM f : Then

1. there exists a set of assignments M̃DM that is frequency equivalent to M 0 and

2. there exists a one-to-one function f : M̃-M such that
(a) for all mAM̃; m Pareto dominates or equal to f ðmÞ; and
(b) there exists mAM̃ such that m Pareto dominates f ðmÞ:

Let M̂ ¼ fmAM̃: m ¼ f ðmÞg: Note that M̃\M̂a|: Moreover since the range of f is

MDM f we have M̂DM-M̃:

We are now ready to show that M� ¼ M\M̂ is strictly dominated. Let

g : M̃\M̂-M� be such that

8mAM̃\M̂; gðmÞ ¼ f ðmÞ:

Then

8mAM̃\M̂; m Pareto dominates gðmÞ: ðA:1Þ

Moreover since M̃ is frequency equivalent to M 0DM f ; M̂CMDM f implies

8hAH;
X

mAM̃\M̂

jm�1ðhÞj ¼ jM̃\M̂j

and therefore by Lemma 1 there exists a set of feasible assignments M 00DM f such

that M̃\M̂ is frequency equivalent to M 00: This together with relation (A.1) implies
that M 00 strictly dominates M�DM: &
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In order to prove Lemma 1, we need the following well-known result as well as
Lemma 0:

Hall’s Theorem (Hall [11]). 11 Fix HðIÞDH for each IDN: A feasible assignment

mAM f with

8IDN;
[
iAI

mðiÞDHðIÞ

exists if and only if jHðIÞjXjI j for all IDN:

Lemma 0. Let M̃ ¼ f *m1; *m2;y; *mkgCM be a set of assignments such that

8hAH;
Xk

t¼1
j *m�1t ðhÞj ¼ k:

Then there exists a feasible assignment mAM f such that

8iAN; mðiÞA
[k
t¼1

*mtðiÞ:

Proof. Let I ¼ fi1;y; img be an arbitrary subset of agents and let

HðIÞ ¼
[m
c¼1

[k
t¼1

*mtðicÞ:

Thanks to Hall’s theorem all that needs to be shown is that jI j ¼ mpHðIÞ:12
Suppose m4jHðIÞj: Two simple counting exercises yield the desired contradiction.

First we have

T
m

c¼1
T

k

t¼1
*mtðicÞ


 ¼ T

hAHðIÞ
T

k

t¼1
ð *m�1t ðhÞ-IÞ


: ðA:2Þ
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11See also [21].
12Alternatively one can show that the following recursive construction yields one such feasible

assignment mAM f :

Let i1AN be such that

8iAN;
[k
t¼1

*mtði1Þ


p [k
t¼1

*mtðiÞ


:
Pick h1A

Sk
t¼1 *mtði1Þ and set mði1Þ ¼ h1:

In general, given ði1; h1Þ; ði2; h2Þ;y; ðic�1; hc�1Þ; let icAN be such that

8iAN\fil ;y; ic�1g
[k
t¼1

*mtðicÞ
" #-

h1;y; hc�1
� �

p [k
t¼1

*mtðiÞ
" #-

h1;y; hc�1
� �

:
Pick hcA

Sk
t¼1 *mtðicÞ\fh1;y; hc�1g and set mðicÞ ¼ hc:
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Next we have

T
m

c¼1
T

k

t¼1
*mtðicÞ


 ¼ k:m ðA:3Þ

whereas,

T
hAHðIÞ

T
k

t¼1
ð *m�1t ðhÞ-IÞ


 ¼

X
hAHðIÞ

Xk

t¼1
j *m�1t ðhÞ-I j


p X

hAHðIÞ
k ¼ k:jHðIÞjok:m

contradicting (A.2), (A.3) and completing the proof. &

Lemma 1. Let M̃ ¼ f *m1; *m2;y; *mkgCM be a set of assignments such that

8hAH;
Xk

t¼1
j *m�1t ðhÞj ¼ k:

Then there exists a set of feasible assignments M 0 ¼ fm01; m02;y; m0kgCM f such that M̃

is frequency equivalent to M 0:

Proof. By induction. For k ¼ 1 the proof is obvious.

Assume that the claim is correct for k ¼ r: Let M̃ ¼ f *m1;y; *mr; *mrþ1gCM be such
that

8hAH;
Xrþ1
t¼1

j *m�1t ðhÞj ¼ r þ 1:

Then by Lemma 0, we can always find a feasible assignment mAM f such that

8iAN; mðiÞA
[rþ1
t¼1

*mtðiÞ:

For each iAN; let ciAf1;y; r þ 1g be such that mðiÞ ¼ *mci
ðiÞ: Next construct the set

of assignments M̂ ¼ f #m1;y; #mrg as follows:

8cAf1;y; rg; #mcðiÞ ¼
*mcðiÞ if caci;

*mrþ1ðiÞ if c ¼ ci:

(

By construction

8hAH;
Xr

t¼1
j #m�1t ðhÞj ¼ r

and therefore by the induction hypothesis, there exists a set of feasible assignments

M ¼ fm1;y; mrg such that M̂ is frequency equivalent to M: But then, M̃ is frequency
equivalent to M 0 ¼ M,fmg: &
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